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"Five years ago, we started a global
movement which has spread across five
continents. I want to pay tribute to the

Techfugees leadership team, the thousands
of volunteers, and to our fantastic partners,
for supporting Techfugees. We have proved

that there is a role for the tech world to
engage with the plight of displaced people.

The need for this engagement will only
increase in the years to come as the Climate

Crisis bites. I am humbled that the
organisation and our team has also proved to

be Pandemic-proof in 2020. We are ready
for 2021!"

Mike Butcher, 
Techrucnch Editor-at-large,
Co-Founder of Techfugees 



2020 was a critical year for Techfugees. 

We embraced the culture of open digital
innovations within our global community to
focus on harnessing the transformative power
of technologies to better the situations for
displaced persons and support their
inclusion in digital society; placing the
displaced persons at the heart of
everything that we do. We pivoted to adapt
our activities  to online environments. Working
with our partners during the year of change
reinforced the validity of our work and the
relevance of our approach.

We continue to optimise our core operational
team to support scale-up whilst growing
resources from three people to seven full-time
staff by end 2020. At the same time, our global
community base of volunteers continues to
grow. We appointed a Chief Executive Officer
in November 2020 to strengthen our executive
leadership team and solidify an integrated
innovations-inclusion-insights value proposition
to establish Techfugees as an international
non-profit social enterprise and plan for
sustainability for the long term. 

2021 is set to be busy year as forced
displacement continues to proliferate due
to ongoing conflict and increasing effects
of climate change. As a result, there is an
increasing demand for Techfugees to protect
the rights of displaced persons and our work
for social justice. Our 2021 programme
schedule is already stacked with several key
activities  due to ongoing support from our
long-standing strategic catalyst partners. In
particular, special thanks to Google For
Startups  and our renewed partnership for the
third consecutive year 

which allows us to strengthen our existing Chapters
and expand the global community footprint in
opening new Chapters to align with current
displacement rates. Many thanks also to the FAIRE
endowment fund who supported us to  broaden
our communication plans. Lastly, thanks to the
support and contributions by French Tech, CISCO
EMEA and the L'Oréal Women's Fund, resulted
in the success of our access to Employment
programme for refugee women and supporting
expansion, in Italy and Greece during 2021

Finally, we are indebted to the
contributions and commitments by
hundreds of volunteers around the world -
brought together online - who have supported
Techfugess  since day one. Their daily work and
energy continues to bring to life the core
values and Techfugees projects in empowering
displaced communities to ensure that no
displaced person is left behind in an
increasingly digital and climate change stricken
world. 

Together, we are stronger is our motto. We
passionately believe that in the current climate
of market instability, that collaboration in
bringing people and organisations together in
an open, trusted and network way are key to
empower displaced persons to be visible and
heard. This way we can leverage untapped
potential and bring benefit to all in supporting
post-pandemic economic recovery.

EDITORIAL
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Raj Burman
Chief Executive Officer

Techfugees Foundation 

Joséphine Goube
 Executive Director

Techfugees For Impact
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Techfugees is an international non-
profit social enterprise contributing
to the inclusion of displaced persons  
with the development of innovative
humanitarian digital tech solutions
through sustainable projects. 

Our objective is to provide a stage for
forcibly displaced persons who are
invisible, unheard and being
marginalized. Through the curation of
innovative technology solutions, inclusion
programmes and insights work,
Techfugees strengthens their right to
access information, education,
health, work and inclusion.   

Techfugees strives to build an
ecosystem of innovative and
sustainable technological solutions
designed by, for and with displaced
people that better their situation and
support their inclusion in the digital
society.  Since Techfugees was
established, our online global community
grew to over 56,000 people whilst
orchestrating 150+ events including 30+
hackathons and two Global Summits
across 42 countries worldwide.

Techfugees was founded in September
2015 in London, following the photo of the
lifeless body of Aylan Kurdithat made global
headlines. The body was discovered on a
Turkish beach after a small boat that was
carrying the boy and his family sank while
trying to reach Europe. 

Images of his lifeless body sent shockwaves
among the European Institutions and
public, that heightened awareness of forced
displacement resulting in Mike Butcher,
Editor-at-large of TechCrunch, the leading
online magazine for the tech start-up
sector, taking action in launching a
Facebook group called Techfugees.

Two days after his post, 2,000 people joined
the Techfugees Facebook group, and a
month later, 300 people met in London for
a first conference followed by a hackathon. 

These events materialized the desire to
act, as the Tech community, in favour of
the displaced people.

TECHFUGEES
IN BRIEF
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About Techfugees

At the origins of Techfugees



The community

Global Events

Tech Projects

The Fellowship

Followers

Projects 
Supported

Active
Projects

for 5 years International
Summits

Fellows

5 YEARS LATER, IN 2020 :
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Chapters

Committed 
Volunteers
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THE TEAM IN 2020 :

Raj Burman 
Chief Executive Officer

Josephine Goube
Executive Director

Louise Brosset
Global Community 

Coordinator

Laura Braune
Head of Digital Marketing 

and Communication

Chérine Ali
#TF4Women European 

Scaling Manager

Mas Mahmud
2020 #TF4Women  

Coordinator

Flore Bitouzet
2020 #TF4Women

Logistic Coordination

OUR STRUCTURE :

Social entreprise 
 

Chairman: 
Mike Butcher

 
 Directors: 

Petra Johansson, 
Min Teo, 

Joséphine Goube 
 

Endowment Fund part of
King Baudouin Foundation 

 
Fund administrator : 
Ahmad Sufian Bayram

Mike Butcher
King Baudouin Foundation

 

Advisory Board 
 

Special Advisors : 
Axelle Lemaire 

Ahmad Sufian Bayram 
George Papandreou

 
Charity 

 
President: Aline Sara

 Treasurer: Jay Corless
Secretary: Marion Lemaire

 
Administrators: 
Sharanya Thakur
Alexandre Meyer

 



Today, the number of displaced persons
continues to proliferate: 79.5 million
displaced persons (including 26
million refugees) at the end of 2019,
i.e. 1% of humanity is displaced, as
opposed to 65.3 million at the end of
2015.(according to UNHCR reports).
From an estimated 150 million to 1.2
billion people predicted to be displaced
by 2050 by various UN agencies,
climate change is going to amplify
and accelerate displacement rates.

The year 2020 has been deeply marked
by the pandemic which has made
displaced persons more vulnerable than
ever. 

In the largest refugee camps, social
distancing and health measures are
impossible to implement due to a high
population density and disastrous living
conditions.

In cities, refugee communities are also
suffering from the deterioration of their
economic situation and a dramatic loss of
income. To this add the lack of access to
health care and education and severe
restrictions on their Human Rights. 

At the beginning of the pandemic,
Techfugees Data Hub was created in
order to bring together volunteer
contributors to aggregate this data &
information online. 

Moreover, the October report of Mixed
Migration (partner of Techfugees Data
Hub) confirmed COVID-19 acting as a
multiplier of human rights
violations & threats. The majority of
the 3,569 displaced persons who
responded to the survey considered
that arbitrary detentions increased
considerably. Additionally, there are
issues related to domestic violence,
sexual exploitation, corruption, and
theft.
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A CRITICAL
YEAR



Some populations are returning to their
country of origin in precarious conditions,
due to the economic and political
consequences of the health crisis. This is
particularly the case for Venezuelans in
Colombia, and Afghans in Iran.

While the situation of internally displaced
persons in the world is critical, digital
technology has become an important
public policy issue, as an imperative tool
to overcome physical distancing and as a
catalyst for social cohesion. However,
inequalities in access to information and
communication technologies tend to
intensify pre-existing socio-economic
inequalities.

The digital divide gap presents an
opportunity and primary objective to
leverage entrepreneurship and
innovations at Techfugees.

Technology being at the heart of
Techfugees’ methodology, Techfugees
was able to adapt to the situation
smoothly and maintain its activities.
Thus, we were able to spread
Techfugees’ message of the
applications of innovative
humanitarian digital technology being
the solution to the inevitable social
distancing measures. 

As a result, the legitimacy of our
work and the relevance of our
approach were reinforced. 

Some of the important aspects of our
work and approach are presented in
this report.
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Since 2018, the #TF4Women Fellowship programme
has increased access to employment of refugee women
in the technology sector. The aim of the programme is to
allow participants, “Fellows”, to access qualified jobs in
the digital sector that match their skills.

ENABLING INCLUSION
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

P A G E  1 0

#TF4WOMEN FELLOWSHIP



The number of refugee women is
constantly increasing. Their share of those
granted international protection status
increased from 29% in 2015 to almost 50% in
2020 (UN Women, 2020).

In addition, refugee women face multiple and
various obstacles, lack of knowledge of the
labour market, insufficient mastery of the host
country language, access to  connection
networks, obstacles to having their diplomas
recognized and health issues. Supplementing
to those are family and domestic obligations,
which often the burden falls on women.

As a result the resulting impact are feelings of
demotion, social and economic precariousness
and toll on  psychological wellbeing. 

In 2018,  the unemployment rate reached
81% among refugee women in  France
(French Ministry of Labour, 2018).

"The Fellowship gave me back that
confidence I had in me. The thing that

surprised me is that all Fellows are
women with great diplomas. It's a stark

contrast with stereotypes held about
refugee women. 

I am very proud of ourselves."

WHY TARGET WOMEN
REFUGEE ?
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Wahi Shaikh, 
Fellow 2020



certificates with Openclassrooms
and a Cybersecurity training with

CiscoNetacad

90+

2020 #TF4WOMEN IN FIGURES :

70+
applications
received in

2020 

40+
Training and
Mentorship 

 hours 

1/4
of the Fellows got

an employment
contract during the

programme

2/3
of the Fellows 
 got at least an

interview during
the programme

1/4
of the Fellows got

proposals to
engage in further

education
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“This rich programme enabled 
me to choose the relevant complementary
trainings I needed, define my professional

projects and be prepared to interviews.
Today, thanks to this programme, I got an

opportunity at Bouygues Telecom."
 

Our one objective is to reduce the main
obstacles women refugees face to access
the labour market. 

The TF4Women  programme is free to the
Fellows and covers the costs of
transportations as well as babysitting children
during the sessions, so that women enrolled in
the programme can be fully dedicated to their
job search in the technology sector.

“Cisco has been a partner 
of Techfugees #TF4Women 

programme for 2 years now. We are
convinced of the benefits of this Access 

to Employment programme and are proud
to support this initiative for a more 

inclusive digital world!”

OUR APPROACH

Hélène Sancerres,
Directrice RSE Cisco,

Partenaire de Techfugees

Aichetou Anne,
 Fellow 2020

The Fellowship focuses on developing a
professional network, thanks to the
weekly sessions with mentors and trainers
as well as the meeting with professionals
from various sectors and  opportunities to
shadow one within the six months of the
programme.

Although the prerequisites of the
Fellowship is for women with at least a B1
level in the host country language, the
programme provides extra language
courses to acquire the implicit
communication codes of the
enterprise world.
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Personalized mentoring sessions where
Fellows  received advice and mentoring support
from tech and human resources professionals
and get abetter understanding of  the codes of
conduct within the French work environment.

Training workshops that focused on skills in IT
development, marketing and digital
communication, project management, data
analysis and cybersecurity

In 2020, the programme operated  from May to
December. The 16 Fellows participated in:

Fellows also participated on a bi-monthly basis, on
online courses and training sessions provided by
our partners. They also developed projects
(individually or in groups) in the targeted
professional fields, based on skills acquired during
the workshops. The projects were presented to
potential recruiters during the networking sessions.

“We are dealing with a human 
being, whom we can support and help to

improve, and that's great. Of course, we would
like to do more, and multiply the number of

Fellows by 100! But today we cannot do more,
and I find it beautiful what we are already 

doing in just 6 months.”

Pro French conversation courses
with “tandem” volunteers, and
French summer certification
courses at the Alliance Française, in
order to overcome the language
barrier.

One-day job shadowing (“A day
with”) in order to get to know the
daily life of a professional working in
the targeted professional sector.

A networking session during which
the Fellows presented their project
to digital players interested in their
profile and likely to recruit them
subsequently.

Additional training: 

THE PROGRAMME IN PRACTICE 

Stéphane Hérault,
Mentor 2019 & 2020
Gestionnaire RH, BNP Paribas
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“At @mangopay we 
highlight the diverse profiles 

that create a better work dynamic
and contribute to a better 
‘living together’. We need 

profiles like your 
2020 Fellows’!”

“The digital sector provides 
opportunities for access to 

employment. The Techfugees 
programme is part of the @FrenchTech,
one of our greatest successes. We need
diverse digital technology professionals 

to take part in the very necessary 
“living together”

An online  Networking session took
place online on October 29th with
guests of honour Cédric O, French
Minister of State for the Digital Sector,
and Laure Némée, CTO at Leetchi and
Mangopay and this year's cohort  &
programme Patron.

Fellows presented their professional
project and the product of their team's
work. 

The networking brought together
more than thirty recruiters who
discussed the professional projects
of the Fellows in view of potential
job opportunities.

THE PROGRAMME IN PRACTICE

The Networking

Cédric O,  Guest of honor, 
French Secretary of State

for the Digital Sector 

Laure Némée, 
Patron of the

#TF4Women2020 cohort
CTO at Leetchi Group &

Mangopay
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“This programme truly helped
 me open the doors to a career move.
Thanks to the weekly follow-up, we
gained knowledge in record time. It

also helped me improve my language
skills! I wish the context was more
favourable, we would have gotten

more field experience.”

“Supporting the Access to 
Employment of refugee women who

demonstrated, through their resilience,
the extent to which they can participate

in an inclusive society is essential. No
one should be left behind.”

Though in the previous years courses took place on site,
this year all weekly sessions were set up online: a real
challenge when the main objective of the programme is
to provide participants with personalized mentoring and
to spark group cohesion. Techfugees and the fellows
have been very agile and resilient regorganising the way
to “meetup” by going rock climbing together or playing
online trivia.

“As a mentor, I learn a lot from Wahi in each
of our interactions. This is  what I was also

expecting from this experience.”

COVID PROOF'ED

Alexandra Palt, 
CSR Manager at L'Oréal, 

 Techfugees Partner

Aya Eid,
Fellow 2020

Pauline Seral,
Mentor 2020
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PROMOTING HUMAN RIGHTS
THROUGH INNOVATION &
TECHNOLOGY

THE TECHFUGEES COMMUNITY
Techfugees is an international decentralised
community organised in local teams of volunteers
called "Chapters". Each plays an essential part of
the achievement of Techfugees’ global mission via
creating impact locally.
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Building bridges between tech / entrepreneur /
humanitarian and academic ecosystems around
the topic of displaced humans;

Creating the conditions – content & network –
to enable the development of #tech4refugees
projects;

ORCHESTRATING LOCAL OPEN INNOVATION
THE CHAPTERS

Our projects are carried out through a wide range of activities and programmes:

Educating and raising awareness on what
ethical and sustainable #tech4refugees is;

Representing Techfugees locally while
coordinating the sharing of knowledge & best
practices with other chapters internationally.

The "Chapters" are the eyes, ears and hands of
Techfugees on the ground. 

They aim at:
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events took
place this

year

23

THE CHAPTERS IN 2020 IN FIGURES :

8
chapters actively

working in the
world

190
tech projects

followed since
2015

500+
participants to the

events of the
community

150+
volunteers

involved in the
chapters 

17K
hours of 

volunteers 
contribution
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The chapter targets digital innovation
projects in three  main sectors: health,
employment and access to information (3
of the 5 pillars of Techfugees). The co-leads
connected with social businesses based in
Kakuma camp such as Kakuma Ventures, an
organization promoting entrepreneurship
through a franchise system of cybercafés, to
enable people residing in the camp to access
income and internet.

The chapter’s activities brought together
various stakeholders to connect with displaced
persons through meetups that included 
 humanitarian organizations (Learning Lions,
Google Kenya, Oracle Kenya, Gravity.earth,
Samuel hall, Kenya Red Cross), professionals
from the tech sector, and Universities. 

This collaboration between organizations
enables the Chapter to share knowledge
and best practice insights on existing
digital projects which resulted in the Chapter
leading a thought-leadership session during
the EU-Africa Hackathon: The Post Crisis
Journey organized by Garage48 in December
2020.

Building on the success of 2019’s hackathon in
partnership with the Kenyan Red Cross and
dedicated to health in the Kakuma refugee
camp, the local chapter was relaunched in June
by a team of 7 volunteers. The team has
focused its time on following up support
to projects born at the hackathon. 

Through numerous partnerships, the team 
 organized four major online events: an
introductory event to the chapter and its local
partners, two meetups to provide a better
picture of the challenges faced by refugees in
Kenya and how technology can play a role in
tackling marginalization and lastly, a session
dedicated to the Faceless Hackers e-health
project. The project team reported on the
progress achieved since Techfugees Kenya 
 Hackathon, launched a call for mentors  and
announced the upcoming pilot launch in
Kakuma Refugee Camp.

FOCUS ON KENYA, A CHAPTER
RELAUNCHED DURING THE YEAR

In June 2020, Techfugees
welcomed Mary Munyoki and
Philomena Mwangi as the
new co-leaders of the local
chapter!
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Since 2019, Techfugees has been organizing
annual weekend retreats for the internal
community. 2020 retreats were fully online!
About sixty people from all chapters took
part in the discussions during the various
round tables moderated by volunteers from
all chapters. 

The discussions focused on the
community’s functioning and structure
and aimed at sharing ideas on
organizational, strategic and
operational issues that concern all
chapters: fundraising, governance, remote
working, volunteering, communication. 

The workshops organized during the
bootcamp were a source of inspiration for
the chapters, and allowed the community to
bond more, which led to direct
collaborations. For example, Techfugees
Toronto facilitated the collaboration between
Shopify and Techfugees Nigeria to support
the development of e-commerce in Abuja
displacement camps.

“I am proud to be part of
such a large and

supportive community”

In May 2020, Techfugees Toronto launched
various “think-talks”. The first talk, moderated
by Jules Philipps, was in the form of a
discussion between various chapters, each
of which shared their way of dealing with the
health crisis and their local activities.
Speakers were Brian Oyewole, leader of
Techfugees Nigeria, Joanna Kirk, leader of
Techfugees France, Filip Milenkovic, leader of
Techfugees Serbia, and Olivia Doggett of
Techfugees Toronto who all shared best
practices around adapting to activities to the
pandemic.

Another example of inter-chapter
collaboration is the research project
developed by Techfugees Dublin, Techfugees
Serbia and Techfugees Lebanon on racist
and hate speech on Facebook.

Collaboration, first-hand experience
and solidarity  from and between the
different chapters is what drives and
fuels Techfugees community.

A few examples of 2020 inter-chapters
events :

A UNITED (ONLINE)
COMMUNITY

The Bootcamp

 

Talks de TF Toronto

Charlotte Abdelnour, 
TF France volunteer
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In March 2020, the global community
aggregated open data to launch Data Hub,
providing insights and a heatmap of the impact
of Covid-19 on vulnerable displaced
communities and sourcing existing digital
solutions ready for implementation. Since
September, the scope of research has been
broadened to include other non-health related
challenges faced by displaced persons.

Through an international coverage, the
platform aggregates  data on the
challenges faced by displaced persons 

Techfugees Data Hub
launching

 

from a health,  human rights and socio-
economic standpoint and what can be  done to
protect and empower displaced persons’
addressing primary needs at a policy level and
at a local level.

The Data Hub is an open platform to bring
organisations and displaced persons together
to protect the rights of the displaced and
curate digital solutions that better displaced
lives  including best practice for local
implementation. Providing free  and open
access to the data collected is key for displaced
persons to voice out their challenges to a wide
public audience in  raising awareness for
collective solution finding through and 
 exchange on best practices.

A UNITED (ONLINE)
COMMUNITY
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https://techfugees.com/mapping-covid19-impact/


Techfugees Data Hub launched Live Sessions
in May 2020. Given increasing data collection by 
 Data Hub s, the Live Sessions were set up by
contributors in the global community.
 
The Live Sessions orchestrated  as bring together
local & tech experts on a specific subject in
bringing insights to particular issues
impacting displaced communities such as
Covid-19. 

Each session involves different speakers: volunteers
from on-site associations, tech entrepreneurs,
researchers, many of whom are refugees -
approaching the topic through different lenses. This
way, they complement each other and enrich the
debate. 

Seven Live Sessions have taken place since
the end of May : in Malaysia, the US-Mexico border,
Jordan (x2), Greece, Libya and the Mediterranean, and
the Channel between Calais and the United Kingdom. 

Live Sessions aim to inform, but also to connect
different players likely to help each other. For
example, during the session focused on the
situation on the island of Lesbos, a psychologist
working in the Moria camp was connected with a
company which allowed her to develop an online
appointment booking system for patients. This
answers an urgent and important need expressed
by beneficiaries. 

7

240

23

Techfugees Live Sessions

 

Live sessions

Participants

Speakers

A UNITED (ONLINE)
COMMUNITY

All the sessions are public, and
therefore available for watching on

Techfugees Youtube page.
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 "We need more investment
 in social entrepreneurship & tech 

startups that are creating remotejobs for
refugees Doing so would stop refugees
from being seen as beneficiaries & make

them actors of their own 
empowerment"

Techfugees Lebanon was extremely active
during spring 2020, and has organized
numerous conferences and online
meetings on the impact of Covid-19 on
the labour market in Lebanon for
displaced populations.

It has also been working on the promotion
of remote work job-offers platforms for
refugees in Lebanon. This project was set
up after a field survey that showed that
80% of the surveyed people in Lebanon
(220 people) did not know that it is
possible to work remotely.

In addition, TF Lebanon is a partner of Hack
for Hope, an NGO founded following  the
explosion in Beirut in August 2020, which
organized a large hackathon for finding
solutions to give hope to youth in Lebanon

CHAPTERS INCREASINGLY
RESILIENT TO THE

PANDEMIC

TF Lebanon and
support for remote
working

In addition to organizing Techfugees
online events, the chapters took
various actions against inequalities
created by the pandemic. Here are a
few examples:

Harout Marodissian, 
TF Lebanon

Chapter Lead
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France suffers from a marked digital
divide. 

In accommodation centres, access
to internet devices and to a stable
and free connection is limited.
Many displaced people rely on public
connections (libraries, restaurants,
etc.) to access the internet. 

Yet, the lockdown has made it more
difficult to find internet access points. 

As a result, Techfugees France has
successfully carried out a project
to distribute free wifi modems to
displaced people who do not have
access to the internet.  Our partner
Cisco France donated 10 Meraki kits
for groups and 10 Bienvenue Wifi
boxes for individual or collective use.
These are distributed mainly when
volunteers form associations, like
Utopia 56 in the Ile de France region,
roam the streets looking for homeless
refugees.

TF France &
free Wi-Fi 
modems

CHAPTERS INCREASINGLY
RESILIENT TO THE

PANDEMIC
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The lockdown, that is affecting the
world as a result of the pandemic, has
made living conditions in refugee
camps even more complex. 

In Abuja, the capital of Nigeria, there are
more than 40 camps for displaced
populations due to the Boko Haram
rebellion in Northeast Nigeria that started
in 2009.The majority of people in these
camps are women with craftsmanship.
While the pandemic increased their
isolation,

TF Nigeria : empowering displaced persons
in camps through e-commerce

Techfugees Nigeria has sought to
enhance their craftsmanship through
development of an e-commerce
storefront. These artisan women make
handicrafts (such as hats, pots, jewelry etc),
but are unable to sell these handmade items
locally due to lack of affordability by  their
fellow camp residents for these non-essential
items. In addition, the lockdown further
limited travel between camps and the rest of
the city. 

As a result, Techfugees Nigeria developed
partnerships with local organizations in order
to provide training for these women and
develop e-commerce. This project aims at
bettering the situation in camps, thanks to the
benefits of online sales.

CHAPTERS INCREASINGLY
RESILIENT TO THE

PANDEMIC
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Today, hackathons are still  essential to
Techfugees. Primary, as events sparking
ideation and collaboration between different
players from diverse backgrounds in order to
work on projects that contribute to helping
displaced populations. There is also an
informative aspect to Hackathons as they
allow everyone to better understand the
situation and the needs of refugees. 

Finally, it is one concrete way for Techfugees to
promote and raise awareness around
technology that is built around a real
need and that’s ethical, taking into account
security and privacy of data. 

For Techfugees, a hackathon is an important
step within an innovative process but can’t just
be it. Techfugees continues to support
projects beyond the hackathon phase to
ensure the long-term development of the
projects. For this purpose, Techfugees
establishes partnerships with local
organizations in order to provide business
incubators to the winners, as well as
mentoring, visibility, and even volunteer
assistance. 

In 2020, 33% of hack-borned projects are
still ongoing like TikkTalk, Kabubu and
refugee.info.

 

Hackathons, events which bring together
groups of developers, designers and
volunteer entrepreneurs for several days to
work on a collaborative computer
programming or digital creation project, are
part of Techfugees' DNA. 

The first event organized by Techfugees in
2015 was a 300-participant hackathon in
London. 

Since 2015, the chapters have organized
more than 35 hackathons in more than
25 countries, often in collaboration with
major local partners : Paris2024,
Empowerhack, Schibsted, Makesense,
Google Copenhagen, Un Women, etc..

KEEP ON SUPPORTING
IDEATION & NEW IDEAS

What is a Techfugees
Hackathon?
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A 3-day hackathon was held in March in
Copenhagen, organized by Techfugees
Denmark and Google Denmark, on the
theme of social inclusion.

More than 40 people of 10 different
nationalities: Danish, Iranian, Sudanese,
Egyptian, French, South African, Syrian,
Armenian, Indian, Thai, Vietnamese and
Bangladeshi; participated in the event.

TF Denmark Hackathon 
Choosing one project among the many was
not an easy task. 
The winning project was the EDD project
who created a platform supporting
newcomers to have their diplomas
recognized as they realised that most social
relationships are born at school. 

ITU was the business incubator for this
project.

KEEP ON SUPPORTING
IDEATION & NEW IDEAS
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Some chapters choose to focus their local
activities on supporting entrepreneurial projects
led by refugees, as is the case of TF Berlin. 

Founded in 2016, TF Berlin is one of the first
founded chapters. They have been supporting
many entrepreneurial projects (CarbonMobile,
Bureaucrazy, BankeNu, Agrikaab, Re: Coded,
Startupistan) for four  years, and have organized
several hackathons. 

Based on this experience, the Chapter  will soon
publish a guide for social entrepreneurs in
tech to support displaced persons navigate the
Berlin entrepreneurial ecosystem, and in
particular raise funds.

“I had the opportunity to go on
 the TechCrunch stage, talk about
 BankeNu and its idea in front of

people
 who also know the importance of

remittances. A short presentation of
our concept on one of the most
important stages in the startup

world was fantastic. I also did some
networking, of course. Thanks to you

all for it.”

 

TF Berlin Chapter and
tech entrepreneurship 

Roham, 
Founder of BankeNu

A cripto-based blockchain enabled
service, supporting money transfers

for refugees

KEEP ON SUPPORTING
IDEATION & NEW IDEAS
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Techfugees Kenya continues to assist the
winners of the 2019 hackathon in Nairobi:
Faceless Hackers! This project aims to
effectively link health professionals, refugees
and the Kenya Red Cross Society in Kakuma
camp, and in particular allow people living in the
camp to quickly alert on health problems. 

More specifically, the application they developed
consists of 3 modules: a mobile application, a
USSD application, and a web dashboard
application. Techfugees Kenya is helping the
project team to finalize the development of
the product, by organizing testing sessions of
the prototype and writing an article to promote
the project.

 

A few examples of
projects supported by
TF Chapters:

Faceless Hackers

Winner of the TF France hackathon in
November 2020, incubated by Singa as a
result and having recently received social
investment funds, Frello is an application
that helps teachers of French as a foreign
language to address very different profiles. 

It is an innovative educational tool that
aims at managing the learners skills
heterogeneity, especially refugee
learners. It allows tailored support for each
student via a digital manual, and it also
offers after-class courses. 

The tool is both very comprehensive and
very flexible, allowing teachers a tailored
support.

Frello

Participant in the Techfugees France design
sprint with the support of Cisco France, 
 Abajad accelerates the professional and
social inclusion of vulnerable people who do
not master the French language. 

Abajad provides specialized French-language
courses and workshops, in order to
accelerate access to employment. 

Awarded several times in 2020, it has
recently caught attention of policy-makers as
a blue-print methodology for integration of
newcomers in France. 

Abajad

KEEP ON SUPPORTING
IDEATION & NEW IDEAS
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Increasing proliferation of forcibly 
 displaced communities is driving the
acceleration of ideating and developing
innovative humanitarian digital tech 
 solutions i re-imaging  new ways to meet
the displaced needs. . Unfortunately,
these solutions are too often overlooked,
unknown to institutional donors and
suffer from a lack of the financial support
that would allow them to make a
difference locally or deploy on a larger
scale.

As a result, Techfugees gave birth, with
the support of the FAIRE endowment
fund, to Basefugees: an open-source
platform that aims to identify, list,
organize and support these curated
digital solutions and their creators
around the world.

Officially launched last February as alpha
release, Basefugees, offers a secure
online space for #Tech4refugees project
leaders to showcase local innovative
projects and connect to other similar
initiatives worldwide, T=thanks to its
internal messaging system to knowledge
share and harness collective support.
Basefugees promotes very diverse
projects such as:

“During COVID-19,
increasing refugees social
participation is essential 

for refugees integration in
society.”

Natakallam, a platform that connects clients
and displaced people offering language
services (language courses or translation). 
Taqadam which works with refugees on
database formats for artificial intelligence
analyses. 
Integreat is a project that started in
Augsburg, Germany. It is a multilingual guide
application to facilitate the social integration
of newcomers.

Basefugees promotes very diverse projects such
as : A tool for 

centralizing projects:
Basefugees

The platform is being restructured, since
summer 2020, by three Sciences Po Paris
master’s students in International Affairs, as
part of a 6-month collective project.

Vince Zhang, 
Sciences Po student working

on the restructuration of
Basefugees

KEEP ON SUPPORTING
IDEATION & NEW IDEAS
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2020 was a disruptive  year that redoubled our efforts and to
adapt to the pandemic for virtual and remote activities.  It
strengthened our conviction that digital tech can be effectively
applied  to better the situations for displaced persons  Our
ambition is to scale in 2021 in expanding our global community
and further enhance our programmes on innovations, inclusions
and open insights, whilst continuing to adapt and grow
resource capacity to effectively deliver. So what's up 2021? 

GET INVOLVED WITH
TECHFUGEES 

TECHFUGEES:  GEARING UP IN
2021
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In 2021, and thanks to the support of
CISCO EMEA and L'Oréal Fund for Women
as well as the support of our long-standing
partners, such as Leetchi-Mangopay,
FrenchTech and RTE, more refugee women
in France will be able to participate in
the programme and benefit from
support for their access to
employment in the technology sector.

Following success of the Fellowship in
France, we aim to expand the programme
to  Italy in May 2021 and to  Greece in
October 2021. 

Our ambition for 2021 is to enhance
personalized support for more than 80
refugee women in these three countries
through #TF4Women programme.

In 2021, our objective is to continue to co-build
Basefugees and DataHub as more robust and
participative platforms with the support of our
partners. 

Access to open data and enabling
knowledge sharing are key to enable more
collaboration cross-sector collaborations, and
 involve more displaced persons to have a say on
solutions developed for displacement situations. 

Our objective is to bring displaced persons who
are invisible and unheard to the front to be
visible and heard in voicing and sharing their
experience

.In February 2021, we will launch a
communication campaign: Humans of
Techfugees, with the support of the FAIRE fund.
The campaign aims to spotlight individuals
who are part of the Techfugees community :
innovator, techie, entrepreneur, humanitarian,
with or without forced displacement background. 
The person will be given total control over our
social networks for 24 hours. They will be able to
communicate, giving free rein to their
imagination, showcasing their story and projects,
and interacting with the techfugees community! 

Don't miss it and follow us on social media!

Expanding
#TF4WOMEN 
across the EU

OUR AMBITIONS FOR 2021

In 2021, the Techfugees community will 
 grow with continual on-boarding of
volunteers and the opening of new
Chapters in  Uganda, Italy and Greece to
align with displacement needs.

Scaling the TF
community 
with new 
chapters

Development of our
Open Platforms

Adding value to
the Community
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M33
OctoTechnology

Open society foundation 
Pirate Summit

Paypal
Playground

Réseau Électricité de France
Schibsted 

Skillab
Samuel Hall

Sookio 
Startup Stickers 

Station F
Stripe 
SXSW

TechHub
Tripadvisor
Ubi Banca

Thank you to each one of these
organisations that have...  

 

Expedia
Fabernovel

FAIRE 
Fondation King Baudouin

FrenchTech 
F5

GitHub
Glovo 

Google for Startups
Google Kenya

HIAS
Ihorizon

Jin
L'Oreal Fund for Women

Leetchi 
Lemonade

Lush 
Mangopay

Since it was founded, Techfugees has been able to count on the support and
the trust of its partners, many of which are major companies in the tech

ecosystem in Europe and in the world.

TOGETHER WE ARE
STRONGER

Celine Lazorthes, Olivier Mathiot, Jonathan Benhamou, Francis Nappez, Anji Ismail,
Tom Berry, James Joseph Dart, Ersilia Vaudo Scarpetta, Anne Claire Lo Bianco,

Yannis Logothetis & Hugh Forrest

Accenture Foundation
Air France 

Airbnb
Amaris Foundation

AuchanDirect
BNPCardif

BNP Paribas 
BIM DAY GVA
Cisco France
Cisco EMEA

Chameleon PR
Consensys

Criteo
CRI4All

Dentons 
Digital Ocean

DogTooth 
ENGIE et sa fondation

 

... financially supported us and committed with us!

Thank you to all donors ...

... supporting us since day one !
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social inclusion programmes by the Techfugees charitable entity based in France
('Techfugees For Impact' recognised of public benefit, under the 1901 French law);
social innovation programmes & global community management by Techfugees social
enterprise entity based in the UK.

Techfugees operates as a international non-profit social enterprise that delivers : 

Techfugees applies importance to all relationships with volunteers and partners. This is
why, as part of this report, and apart from any legal obligation, Techfugees publishes a summary
of its financial reports stating funds collected and what they allow.

True to its values   of independence and neutrality, Techfugees acts resolutely, having chosen to be
financed mainly by private donations in order to root its initiative within a responsible, social,
sustainable and innovative approach.

93% of Techfugees' sources of funding today come from private donors (Foundations,
companies and individuals) and 7% from a public source as winner of two scholarships from La
French Tech, a public initiative of the French Economy and Finance Ministry dedicated to
supporting innovative organizations promoting diversity in the ecosystem of tech startups.

This year, Techfugees has attracted exceptional support from these donors who have already
committed up to 426.5 K€ for 2021.

These funds are strictly restricted in their use by donors, i.e. they are exclusively allocated to
financing the coordination of the community, the development of #Tech4refugees platforms and
the scaling of the # TF4Women program in France and Europe.

 

TECHFUGEES FUNDING

Renewed and growing trust

Committed to more transparency
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In 2020, 51% of funds were spent to cover the direct costs associated with the execution of
the following impact programs and projects: # TF4women fellowship program, Annual Chapter
Bootcamp, Basefugees online platform, FacelessHackers project.

Staff salaries represent 39% of expenses, including social contributions and taxes on these
salaries. 

Techfugees maintenance and administration costs represent 10% of the total.

 More professionalism: Techfugees went from a team of 3 full-time people to 7 people
(including two permanent contracts) at the end of 2020. In 2021, Techfugees aims to recruit
5 additional people and is committed to prioritizing recruitment of talented people who have
been working in the Techfugees community since 2015.
Increase in the number of beneficiaries: from a cohort of 16 fellows per year to three
cohorts representing a total of 80 fellows in 2021, and going from 8 to 11 chapters in 2021,
the Techfugees community consolidates its method and its impact in Europe but also in
Africa and the Middle East;
Displaced persons involved: we place displaced persons at the heart of everything that we
do (programme, design, events, etc), Techfugees hired and paid 11 refugees to carry out
work assignments for a total value of 44K € in 2020.

This funding increases and reinforces the impact of our activities on several levels:

TECHFUGEES FUNDING

Funds supporting social impact 

Funds supporting Techfugees' Values
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Your organisation wants to get 

 involved with Techfugees? 
Send us an email to

partner@Techfugees.com 
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You have built a project that’s in line
with Techfugees values and mission? 

 Share it with the community on the
Techfugees Facebook group.

Join us and contribute to the promotion of Human Rights and the
inclusion of displaced persons 

SUPPORT US

You want to get involved? 
Subscribe to our newsletter or follow us
on social media and connect to the next

event ! 

Want to support Techfugees' impact?
Donate online via our dedicated page.

Partner Grow

Volunteer Donate

https://www.facebook.com/groups/Techfugees/
https://twitter.com/Techfugees
https://techfugees.com/donate/


 

www.techfugees.com

Techfugees called on Natakallam, a social entreprise offering
professional translation services delivered by refugees, in

order to translate the report in Arabic and in English.


